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Review the Strategies: 
You can start each guided reading lesson with 

a quick review of the strategies previously 
taught. Ask the students to tell what they can 
do if they get stuck on a word. They must tell 

the strategy and not just the name of the 
Beanie Baby. This helps build their confidence 

that they will be able to figure out any 
unknown words they encounter.



Explain the Strategy Used: 
I like to have the students not only tell me the 

strategy, but explain the strategy to me. For example 
– encourage them to say “I can stretch out the word,” 
not just “Stretchy Snake.” When they get stuck on a 

word, ask them to explain what they can try. If a 
student successfully implements a strategy to decode 
an unknown word, ask him/her to explain what they 

did. 



Classroom Use
bookmarks

posters bulletin board



Eagle Eye 
I always introduce Eagle Eye first. 
I explain to the students that he 
helps us by looking at the picture. 

We can use the clues in the 
picture to figure out the unknown 

word. He is the easiest one to 
start with since students 

naturally tend to look at the 
picture first anyway. 



Chunky Monkey 
Chunky Monkey is another student 
favorite! She helps looks for known 
“chunks” in the words. This can be 
smaller words within larger words 
(an is in can), blends/digraphs (sh is 
at the end of fish), or endings (-s, 

-ing, -ed). The book There’s an Ant in 
Anthony is a great tool to help with 

this skill.

http://amzn.to/2qKPpj2
http://amzn.to/2qKPpj2


Tryin’ Lion and Skippy Frog

Skippy the Frog skips an unknown word, while Tryin’ Lion encourages students to reread 
and try a word that makes sense and looks right. We talk about how we can’t skip a 

word forever because then our story will not make sense. They must go back to reread 
and try a word that would make sense or looks phonetically correct.



Stretchy Snake 
Stretchy Snake is one of their favorite 

strategies! He stretches out the word and 
helps them sound it out. I also provide each 
student with a slinky to practice sounding 

out the word. Adding this hands on 
element helps the students internalize the 

strategy. It is important to remind the 
students that they must blend the sounds 

together after stretching it out to 
determine the word (Say C-A-T: cat).

https://amzn.to/2ZqUcUR


Lips the Fish  
He gets his lips ready for the first 
sound of the word. We practice by 
covering up the endings of words 
to use the initial sounds to figure 

out what the word might be. I 
also refer back to Eagle Eye if 
they aren’t able to decode the 

word with just the initial sound. 



Flippy Dolphin  
Flippy the Dolphin requires students 
to have a knowledge of short and 

long vowel sounds. Flippy the Dolphin 
flips the vowel sound. If the word is 
“pot” we would sound it out with the 
short vowel sound p-o-t and the long 

vowel sound p-o-t-e. Then we talk 
about which word would make sense 

in the sentence. 





When I teach my small reading groups I 
like to use these “Reading Tools” with my 

students.

1. Google eyes
2. Finger puppet
3. Toy car (track the words)
4. Magic wand
5. Google eye stick
6. Reading tracker (neon color window)

**** I use the slinky for sounding out 
the words and blending t back 
together. **** 



Resources: 

https://thereadingroundup.com/decoding-secret/  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DzzUYTSg_Q30Xj
wVUhDjsPZCIy49awUM/view?usp=sharing 

https://thereadingroundup.com/decoding-secret/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DzzUYTSg_Q30XjwVUhDjsPZCIy49awUM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DzzUYTSg_Q30XjwVUhDjsPZCIy49awUM/view?usp=sharing

